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a b s t r a c t

We report on the fabrication of channel waveguides in Nd:YAG ceramics, using either focused proton
beam writing (PBW) or He beam writing (HeBW) techniques. Energies of ions used in the writing process
were at 1 MeV and 2 MeV, respectively, with different writing fluence. High quality channel waveguides
were produced in both H+ and He+ implanted regions. Characteristics of the waveguides were explored,
and refractive index distribution of the waveguide was reconstructed.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Optical waveguide is one of the basic components in integrated
optics and optoelectronics [1,2]. In such structures, light propaga-
tion is confined to very small volumes and can reach high optical
intensities, making use of the total internal reflection principle.
Compared with one dimensional waveguides such as planar or
slab, channel waveguides restrict light propagation in two dimen-
sions. As a result, the optical intensities within the channel wave-
guide regions can reach much higher levels compared to the bulk
samples [3–6]. Consequently, the nonlinearities or laser actions
in such waveguides may be more efficient than those in bulk mate-
rials. Moreover, the components based on channel waveguides can
be interconnected with optical fibers for telecommunication appli-
cation, in which waveguides are often used as amplifiers, signal
switches, modulators, etc. [7,8].

Proton beam writing (PBW) and He beam writing (HeBW) are
advanced techniques which are used for the inscription of three-
dimensional (3D) structures in diverse materials [9–12]. In such
processes, ion beams (H+ and He+) with energy of 1–3 MeV are
focused to micro- or submicron-scales [13]. Because of the energy
and momentum mismatch between the injecting ions and electrons
in the target materials, the ions will maintain a straight path and
cause little proximity effect as energy obtained by secondary elec-
trons will be low [14]. Compared to traditional ion implantation
techniques to form channel waveguides, PBW and HeBW are mask-
less, direct fabricating methods. This makes it an efficient technol-
ogy to fabricate 3D high aspect ratio nanostructures in various
materials [15–18]. In recent years, PBW has been successfully used
to produce channel waveguides in a few materials, including organ-
ic polymers, glasses, silicon, and diamond [19–23]. More recently,
our group have reported on the fabrication of channel waveguides
in laser crystals, i.e., Nd:YAG, and Nd:GGG, using PBW technique,
and continuous wave (cw) waveguide lasers with highly symmetric
modes have been realized [24,25].

Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) cera-
mic is an outstanding laser material that has emerged in recent
years [26,27]. It shows several advantages over their crystalline
partners while retaining the outstanding fluorescence properties
of neodymium ions [28]. In this paper, PBW and HeBW methods
were used to fabricate channel waveguides in Nd:YAG ceramics,
and their waveguiding properties were characterized.
2. Experimental methods

In this work, two optically polished Nd:YAG (doped with 1 at.%
Nd3+ ions) ceramics were used. Waveguides were written using
focused H+ and He+ ion beams. The H+ writing sample was cut into
dimensions of 10(x) � 9(y) � 2(z) mm3, and the He+ written sample
was cut into a similar dimensions of 10(x) � 7(y) � 2(z) mm3. In
both the samples, the writing process was carried out x–y plane
of the samples. The PBW and HeBW implantation processes were
carried out by using the facilities at the Centre for Ion Beam
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the H+ and He+ beam writing process of Nd:YAG ceramic. (b)
Metalloscope image of the end-face of the sample (He+ implanted waveguide with
fluence of 2.5 � 1015 ions/cm2).
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Applications, National University of Singapore. The H+ and He+

beams used had energy of 1 MeV and 2 MeV respectively, both fo-
cused down to spots with diameter less than 1 lm. During the pro-
cess, samples were mounted on a motorized stage (Exfo inchworm
stage, moving linearly at different speeds), and the ion beam was
magnetically scanned over a distance of 4 lm in a perpendicular
direction to the beam pathway on the x–y faces. The irradiation
process is shown in Fig. 1a. Different writing fluences of 1 � 1016,
1.5 � 1016, 2 � 1016, 3 � 1016 cm�2 for H+ beam writing, and
2.5 � 1015, 5 � 1015, 1 � 1016 cm�2 for He+ beam writing, were
Fig. 2. (a–d) End-face modal profiles obtained for waveguides formed using proton beam
(e–g) Modal profiles of helium beam writing induced waveguides, with fluences at 2.5 �
employed. The formed channel waveguides were along the y axis
of the wafers.

3. Results and discussion

The cross section of the formed waveguide (He+ implanted
waveguide with fluence of 2.5 � 1015 ions/cm2) was observed
under the polarized light using the metalloscope (Carl Zeiss, Axio
Imager), as shown in Fig. 1b. One can clearly see the light guiding
inside the ceramic. The location of the guide is at a depth of about
4 lm. Similar metalloscope images were captured for other wave-
guides (pictures not shown here for the sake of brevity).

To further explore the characteristics of the formed waveguides,
a conventional end-face coupling optical system was used to mea-
sure the modal profiles of the waveguides at wavelength of
632.8 nm by using a He–Ne laser. The modal profiles obtained
are shown in Fig. 2. As one can see, for all fluences chosen here, sin-
gle-mode buried channel waveguides were formed at the end of
ion beam trajectories. And light propagation was confined for both
TE and TM modes. Waveguides fabricated using the H+ beam
showed a decrease in contrast of light intensity between wave-
guide region and the bulk with increasing fluence, this suggests
that a decrease of waveguide quality occurred. While for the wave-
guides fabricated using the He+ beam writing one, high quality
waveguides were observed for all fluences ranging from 2.5 �
1015 to 1 � 1016 cm�2.

The defect (defect per atom, DPA) and the injecting ions concen-
tration distributions, caused by the 1 MeV H+ and He+ beams in
Nd:YAG ceramic, are calculated by utilizing the commercial soft-
ware SRIM 2010 code [29], as shown in Fig. 3. Fluences used in
the calculation are both set as 1 � 1016 cm�2. As one can see, the
projected average ion ranges (Rp) are about 10 lm and 4.3 lm,
for the H+ and He+ situations respectively, which suggest the loca-
tions of formed waveguides. The result is also self-consistent with
the microphotograph shown in Fig. 1b. The ion-induced damage is
very low (in orders of 10�2), which suggest that minor modification
on the original lattices of Nd:YAG ceramic. In such cases, nuclear
collision is the main factor for the local refractive index increment,
either because of the local modification of the bond polarizability
or the local density at the nuclear collision volume. We also esti-
writing, with fluences at 1 � 1016, 1.5 � 1016, 2 � 1016, 3 � 1016 cm�2 respectively.
1015, 5 � 1015, 1 � 1016 cm�2, respectively.



Fig. 3. Defect per atom (DPA) (blue solid line) and ion range (red dashed line) profiles of injecting ion beams, both calculated with fluence of 1 � 1016 cm�2, based on SRIM
calculation. (a) indicates the 1 MeV PBW situation and (b) for the 2 MeV HeBW one. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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mated the propagation loss of the waveguide, that was implanted
with the 1 � 1016 cm�2 H+, using the Fabry–Perot method. Results
show a loss of 1.5–2 dB/cm (after annealing at 200 �C for 0.5 h).
This is lower than previously reported waveguides in Nd:YAG crys-
tal [23].

The refractive index change induced by the writing beam was
estimated, by measuring the numerical aperture (NA) of the chan-
nel waveguide. The maximum of index increase was determined
by the formula

Dn ¼ sin2 hm

2n
ð1Þ

where n is the related refractive index of the bulk Nd:YAG ceramic,
and hm is the maximum incident angle at which no transmitted
guiding light occurring inside the waveguide [30]. After calculation,
the maximum increase in refractive index obtained was about
1.4 � 10�3, for the He+ writing waveguide with fluence of 2.5 �
Fig. 4. (a) Measured and (b) calculated modal profiles of the fundamental mode at w
produced by 1 MeV HeBW at fluence of 2.5 � 1015 cm�2. (c) Reconstructed refractive in
1015 cm�2. Based on this, and considering the end-face modal profile,
we tried to reconstruct the refractive index distribution to describe
this type of PBW and HeBW induced channel waveguides. The recon-
struction work was carried out on the same He+ irradiation wave-
guide. The reconstructed refractive index profile is shown in Fig. 4c.
Based on the index distribution, we calculated the modal profile of
waveguide, using the finite-difference beam propagation method
(FD-BPM) through the commercial software Rsoft BeamPROP�. By
comparing Fig. 4a and b, one can see that the simulated profile is in
good agreement with the experimental one, which suggests that
the reconstruction of the refractive index distribution is reasonable.
4. Conclusion

We have reported on the fabrication of buried channel wave-
guides in Nd:YAG ceramic, using PBW and HeBW techniques, using
different irradiation fluences. Channel waveguides were produced
avelength of 632.8 nm, corresponding to the Nd:YAG ceramic channel waveguide
dex profile.
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in the end of ion trajectories, both for the proton and helium ion
writing cases, among the fluence of 10�15 to 10�16 cm�2. Metallo-
scope images were captured for the He+ writing waveguide, show-
ing a depth of about 4 lm from the surface, which is consistent
with the SRIM calculation. Based on the He+ writing waveguide
with fluence at 2.5 � 1015 cm�2, a refractive index distribution
was reconstructed, giving a maximum change in refractive index
of 1.4 � 10�3. The calculated modal profile was in good agreement
with the experiment, suggesting that the index distribution is
reasonable.
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